
 

APPROVED: October 7, 2009 
 

CITY OF ALBANY 

LANDMARKS ADVISORY COMMISSION 

Municipal Court, 333 Broadalbin Street  

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 

6:30 p.m. 

 

MINUTES 

 

Landmarks Commissioners Present: Linda Herd, Oscar Hult, Roz Keeney, Dave Pinyerd, and Robyn 

van Rossmann, 

 

Landmarks Commissioners Absent: Heidi Overman, Derryl James 

 

Staff present: Planner II Anne Catlin, Administrative Assistant 1 Sheena 

Dodson, Administrative Assistant Heather Gravelle, Urban 

Renewal Manager Kate Porsche 

 

Others present: 3 others present 

 

CALL TO ORDER 

 

Commissioner Dave Pinyerd called the meeting to order at 6: 35 p.m.  

 

APPROVAL OF May 6, 2009, June 3, 2009 and June 22, 2009 MINUTES 

Motion: Commissioner Roz Keeney moved to approve the May 6, 2009, minutes. Commissioner Linda 

Herd seconded. Motion passed unanimously. 

Motion: Keeney moved to approve the June 3, 2009, minutes. Commissioner Dave Pinyerd seconded. 

Motion passed unanimously 

Motion: Herd moved to approve the June 22, 2009, minutes. Commissioner Dave Pinyerd seconded. 

Motion passed unanimously 
 

Chair Oscar Hult arrived at 6:40 p.m. 

PUBLIC HEARING (HI-13-09): 317 1st Avenue SW 

 

Chair Hult called the public hearing on Planning File HI-13-09; a request for an exterior alteration to 

install operable storefront windows to the JC Penney building, to order at 6:41 pm. Hult asked if any of 

the Commissioners wished to declare a conflict of interest, report a site visit, or an ex parte contact. 

 

Declarations 

 

Commissioners Keeney and Herd reported they conducted a site visit.  
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Staff Report 

 

Planner II Anne Catlin directed commission members to the staff report. She explained the applicants 

would like to install operable storefront windows and have specified the glass they would like to use for 

the transom windows. Catlin stated they plan on designing an operable wood window system that will 

more closely match the historic windows. The lower window will roll up a track. The track system would 

not be visible from the outside; however, you will see the pully system from the inside. At the last 

meeting, the LAC stated they would like to see the type of glass proposed for the transom windows. The 

applicants brought an example of the insulating glass used on the second floor. Catlin stated that staff 

recommends approval of the operable storefront windows, with discussion of the type of insulating glass. 

Applicant Testimony  

 

Bill Ryals, Modern Organic Architecture LLC, 460 SW Madison, Suite 1; Corvallis OR 97333, 

distributed drawings of the proposed wood storefront window design for review and discussion 

(EXHIBIT A). He explained there is a company out of Kansas that specializes in historic window 

restoration and manufacturing and they have signed on for this project. Ryals added at the last meeting, 

restoring the awning in the back of the building was discussed as well. Since there are no pictures or other 

documentation of how it was designed, they are going to utilize the front awning as an example. 

Ryals stated for the transom window, the company out of Kansas recommended using argon filled double 

glazing because it will cut down on reflection and is more energy efficient and is not expensive for 

consumers. However, the dilemma is ensuring the upper window matches the lower window. Perhaps this 

could be accomplished by utilizing the same glass and putting argon on it.  

Commissioner Pinyerd questioned where the counter weights will be hidden. 

Ryals responded the chains and weights will be in between the mullions or suspended in the ceiling, and 

each panel will weigh between 750-1000 pounds. Ryals added that they will use historically correct metal 

flashings. The goal is to make it as historically correct as possible.  

Hult asked about the bulkhead materials. 

Craig Shelby, Carpenter, 37000 SE Terra Lane, Corvallis Oregon 97333 stated that pressure treated pine 

was recommended for the historical modifications to renovate the bulkhead panels under the storefront 

windows. Blush Salon and Clemenza Restaurant utilized those materials. 

Herd asked if the windows have already been ordered. She explained it takes up to six weeks minimum 

once the windows are ordered to be received. At the June 22, 2009 meeting it was stated that it would 

only take a week to receive the windows.  

Ryals responded the windows have not been ordered yet.  

Catlin clarified what was stated at the last meeting and there may have been confusion on the time it 

would take.  

Keeney asked the name of the glass company. 

Ryals responded the name of the company is Review Windows out of Kansas. He stated the website that 

would give more information on the type of glass being utilized.  
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Hult asked if there was any other testimony. Hearing none, he closed the public hearing at 6:58 p.m.  

Commission Discussion 

Keeney commented it is a big expense to make operable windows, and questioned if it was necessary, 

since it was not done in the original construction of the building. 

Ryals responded the goal is to see the rebirth and revitalization of downtown. Part of the attraction and 

strength of downtown is the historical character. Enabling the windows to open will allow natural air into 

the restaurant.  

Catlin added there are other historical buildings that are replacing their storefront windows. The 

difference in this case, is they don’t have any original windows to model after. The applicants want to 

obtain windows that are as historically accurate as they can. With the operable windows they also achieve 

the goal of bringing liveliness back to downtown. The State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) has 

received requests for operable windows, and now they have found a system that meets the Secretary of 

the Interior standards at the national level that they can start approving.  

Hult inquired if there would be a central vacuum system installed to combat the cottonwood fluff.  

Ryals stated they hadn’t thought of that, but it’s a good idea. In addition, they plan on putting special 

filters on the HVAC system. 

Hult questioned how thick the sash railing would be.   

Ryals answered the final drawings haven’t been completed yet, but when they are he will bring them in. 

They will be the standard sash- no more than 2.5 inches. 

Pinyerd asked if the glass would be tempered.  

Ryals responded yes it will be tempered because it is going to be movable.  

Keeney questioned what materials the awning will be made of. 

Ryals stated the materials will be steel with metal and the infill will be made of sign board material. It 

will be unique to the downtown area.  

Catlin asked the LAC if they would like to specify what type of glass should be used. She recommended 

they may consider the insulating glass and the reflectivity issues and require argon.  

Ryals commented the best option seems to be the argon fill, which is going to reduce overall reflectants, 

but keep the same glass as used on the second floor, so looking through it should have the same color. 

There may be a slight difference between the lower level and upper level windows.  

Catlin questioned what type of e-coating will be placed on the windows. Perhaps specifying the lowest 

reflectivity e-coating with the argon glass will suffice to reduce reflectivity.  

Hult asked the applicants what the SHPO concluded on the second story windows.  

Ryals stated that they have been working with SHPO and they concur with the LAC on their previous 

decision for the exterior. They have some concerns on the inside of the building, however and they are 

working on a plan to address those. He added they will obtain different types of glass samples and can 
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forward to the LAC for their review and input. 

Pinyerd questioned if the JC Penney sign that is reflected in historical photos as being just above the 

mezzanine level is going to be brought down a level. 

Ryals explained it will be difficult to fit it there. The original sign covered a portion of the brick and never 

did fit very well. He added they want to keep the essence of the sign, but want it to be a building sign 

rather than an advertisement sign.  

Commission Action: 

Motion: Pinyerd moved to approve HI-13-09, with the condition that the glass have low e- glazing to 

reduce the level of reflectivity to the lowest degree possible, and be approved by SHPO. Keeney seconded 

it. Motion passed 4-1, with Herd voting no.  

 

PROJECT CONSULTATION: 231 Lyon Street SE 

 

Catlin introduced Ruby Lewis, owner of Pizza King, who is here to discuss some alterations she would 

like made with the CARA money she received. There are several awnings and a window that is not 

original that she would like replaced and possibly enlarge on the Third Avenue side.  

 

Hult disclosed that he and Ruby discussed the exterior alterations on the phone previously and he believes 

she does have some valid concerns.  

 

Ruby Lewis, 231 Lyon Street SE, Albany Oregon 97321 explained as a small business owner, cost is a 

big concern. Lewis explained the pictures of the window in question (EXHIBIT B). The window is 

painted and has been broken. It has been patched together. Behind the window are the kitchen area and 

the pizza line. The window is right against the pizza line and a lot of money is spent on cooling down the 

area. Lewis stated her proposal is to put in a 32-inch window. It would come down to the same height all 

the way across.  

 

Hult asked if they would infill with stucco.  

 

Lewis responded yes, they will utilize stucco where there are not real bricks.  

 

Catlin questioned if natural light is necessary for the space. A long, narrow window may not be 

historically accurate.  

 

Lewis stated it would be nice to have natural light for the kitchen.  

 

Catlin explained there are other options to having a window to obtain light in the kitchen.  

 

Chair Hult agreed with Catlin that a long, narrow window may look odd. He added that is what is there 

now, made of many elements that are not attractive.  

 

Catlin stated she couldn’t find a historic photo that may have reflected if it is the original window or if it 

has been replaced. The goal is to make alterations that will be meet the Secretary of Interior standards and 

be compatible with historical characteristics of the area. Otherwise, it will not meet the review criteria.  

 

Lewis commented they would really miss the natural light because there aren’t too many windows in the 

building as it is.  
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Hult commented if the wall was walled in from the bottom of the T-111 and became a transom window 

you could move the ceiling back a foot or two so the light can still come down.  

 

Lewis reiterated the cost is a concern. 

 

Catlin suggested keeping the same opening size and obtaining a new insulated window and have it 

trimmed with wood rather than metal and it will really bring a lot of character back.  

 

Lewis stated she did some research on costs and for a vinyl window it will be $2000 and for fiber glass it 

would cost around $4000. She isn’t sure if they even make wood framed windows. The reason the 

window broke in the first place is because it is down so low that kids can walk by and break it.  

 

Hult commented since these won’t be operable windows, they could be “stopped” in. It should be less 

expensive than vinyl windows.  

 

Catlin suggested Chair Hult help Lewis research and hopefully find something that is going to serve the 

functions in the space, be inexpensive and provide the light required and still be meet historic criteria.  

 

Herd concurred and added perhaps someone can do a site visit and check out the ceiling panels to 

determine what the condition is, and if there is a chance to move them back to allow light in through a 

transom window. 

 

Hult explained the historical significance is this is the oldest surviving brick commercial building on the 

east side of Lyon Street.  

 

Lewis explained they would like to make the entrance door larger and place an awning over it so it’s clear 

where customers enter. This will also stop customers from trying to enter through the delivery door.  

 

Hult asked if an engineer has looked at the proposed drawings.  

 

Lewis stated her contractor had, and they didn’t see any structural issues.  

 

Catlin noted that it would be good to find out what the building code requirements will be, what the costs 

are for different designs to work within the budget, and perhaps more grant money may be available from 

Main Street.  

 

OTHER BUSINESS 

 

Catlin stated she would like to know who is attending conferences this year so she can work it into the 

current budget, which is $2,000. She added the money needs to be spent by April 2010. Seven hundred 

has been set aside for conferences and training.  

 

Herd suggested allotting $200 each to spend on conferences.  

 

OLD BUSINESS 

 

Keeney asked for an update on the status of putting historical pictures on the City of Albany website. 

 

Catlin said she hasn’t received the photos from Jerry at the Visitors Association. She added she will 

follow up with him to determine what photos are still needed, and will report back at the next meeting.  
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NEXT MEETING DATE  

 

The next meeting of the Landmarks Advisory Board is scheduled for Tuesday, October 7, 2009 at 6:30 

p.m. 

 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

Chair Hult adjourned the meeting at approximately 7:52 p.m. 

 

 

 

Submitted by      Reviewed by      

 

Signature on file     Signature on file     

      

 

Heather Gravelle     Anne Catlin 

Administrative Assistant     Planner II 

 

 


